
ISO 9001 Quality
ISO 14001 Environment
OHSAS 18001 Health & Safety

Brennan Group was awarded 
this design and build contract 
for the construction of three 
new retail units with associated 
external works.

The site was contaminated with 
various types and quantities of hydro 
carbons. In order to reduce the 
amount of contaminated material 
removed from site, Bio Remediation 
was carried out to the areas in 
question. In addition, ground conditions 
were extremely poor and to reduce 
material leaving site, soil stabilization 
was carried out.

All units within the building had already 
been pre let to blue chip retailers, 
providing the following floor space:

Unit A, 8,500 sq ft, Unit B, 8,286 sq ft  
Unit C, 30,000 sq ft 

Also installed on site were concrete 
service yards, asphalt driveways, 
permeable block paving and extensive 
customer car parking.

Kingerlee: Design & Build Retail UnitsPembridge Row: Design & Build, Notting Hill Gate
New build is unusual in Notting 
Hill so the opportunity to 
construct six four-bedroom 
terraced houses in the 
conservation area of  
Pembridge Road was a rare  
and welcome opportunity.

Brennan Limited managed the design 
and build of each house from inception 
to delivery, including securing planning 
consent and arranging funding for 
the project.  The houses are built to 
conform to the exacting standards of 
Code 4 for Sustainable Homes, Secured 
by Design and have incorporated the 
design criteria for Lifetime Homes.  
The site itself achieved an excellent 
rating by the Considerate Contractor 
Scheme.  The houses were externally 
designed to meet the rigorous planning 
conditions imposed by the Royal 
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea.
 

Typical of all inner-city spaces, the site 
was extraordinarily constrained and 
to service the demands of the build, 
a just-in-time supply route to the 
construction site was operated using 
a dedicated vehicle from our yard in 
White City.  A detailed construction 
traffic plan was produced which 
allowed Brennan to manage the 
delicate interface between Transport 
for London, the local authority and  
the project.
 
The construction sequence of a 
complex build with 100% coverage of 
an infill site on a busy West London 
bus route was planned in detail and 
executed with precision by a highly 
trained and experienced project team.  
Designed to meet the demanding 
requirements of the London market, 
the standard of quality of design and 
construction detailing is exceptional.


